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The Classroom Warriors' angle to the United's "season-long commitment" is pretty reasonable,

seeing as how the school district specifically stated that the goal wasn't to ban student fans from
sporting events. No one should expect the fan club to shut out other students from attending
events, but the Warriors' method of inviting student fans to watch games at "their school" and
then follow the team around to other events in order to make sure the team gets the support it

needs seems unnecessarily cruel. The problem isn't that the school district is drawing some
artificial distinction between classes of students. If that distinction existed, a bunch of student

fans would be going to the bar with their parents or brothers and sisters, and that's a distinction
I'd argue the school district ought to be able to tolerate. Instead, the issue is that the school
district seems to think it can reduce hostility toward the student fans by limiting the school
events the fans can attend. That's one of the most dangerous ideas: it reflects a belief that

somehow the student fans are the problem and the rest of the fans are the solution. The irony, of
course, is that the school district's own fans -- the four or five people who showed up to the

school board meeting with the student fan club last week -- are the real problem. The difference
is that the Warriors fans never asked the district for permission to do what they're doing, which
seems to be an issue for many of the critics of the student fan club. Of course, most fans never

ask permission for anything; they just do it. But in a pretty open environment like college
athletics, the fan club should have permission to create an atmosphere that they find appealing,
and to meet that atmosphere with an equally accommodating one, provided the school's rules do
not interfere with it. If the real problem is the Warriors fans -- and it is -- then the answer isn't to
ban them. The answer is to cultivate their support so they become habituated to the school. In

the end, 6d1f23a050
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